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iding the crest of the argument, I extended my arms for balance,
baptising the communicants to my left in 30 or 40ml of water and saliva
from my delegate’s cup. I forget the exact point of my message but it was
my first time on a discussion panel and I was excited. The debate centered
on how best to support young creatives as they germinate. The panel, myself
aside, comprised of highly experienced, good looking and handsomely paid
curators and gallerists, pillars in the temple of art. There were many worthy
propositions posited: grander exhibitions, whizzier websites and more
nauseatingly earnest personal statements, to name but a few. It was clear
to me at the time that these amounted to no more than gestures, pointless
tub-thumping. ‘It should be illegal...’ I shouted, ‘...to exhibit for at least three
years after leaving college’. ‘Both Jesus and the spirit of Richard Rorty had
told me...’, I continued, ‘...that what was needed here was a giant squat,
a New Christiania, where the young creative could queue for soup once a
day, nurture a state-funded narcotics addiction, fight, write manifestos and
generally develop the two ingredients necessary for a successful career in the
arts: a sense of community and strong personal narrative’.
David Barnes, from whose wonderful body of work, King Tide, we have
distilled a small edit for this micro-edition of blown, refused to show his
work for a decade. It was finally unveiled for the first time at Ffotogallery
last year. Like a good wine he has fermented in the terroir of his community.
When he made his pilgrimage to Arles this year he was ready. I found I
could not help but engage with his disjointed fables. They are exquisite
but elusive, never quite unfolding. The rigours he subjects himself to in the
editing process are savage. He talks of needing to preserve himself, because
making the work is so totally immersive; he can disappear off grid for days
at a time whilst shooting. Echoes are of course present, not just from the
more obvious Mikhailovs and Clarks, but lighter intonations of Millais and
Courbet surface given time. With a book in the offing, Barnes‘ will no doubt
demonstrate his well-considered maturation and we will be first in line to
pick one up when it does.
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Upon re-reading the invitation email in the car on the way home I realised I
had been invited to the debate. Not to sit on the panel but to be part of the
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